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Pensacola automobile dealer Rob Bacon stands up to the banks demanding financing for his
customers!

Rob Bacon of Ticket 2 Drive in Pensacola Florida has had enough of this recession and has personally
guaranteed financing for his customers regardless of their past credit! A bold statement in this day and
time!

Sept. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- Rob Bacon says" The American public has a hunger for more affordable
transportation and we are serving up a full helping of more value for the money. Todays buyer is smarter
and more cautious than before due to the recession. I offer financing for everyone regardless of their past
credit situation because everyone deserves an equal shot at getting the vehicle they really want. I don't care
if you had a reposession yesterday for I can still guarantee financing.  All of our finance sources report to a
credit bureau so it is most certainly not lot financing. I  have asked our finance sources to "step up to the
plate and start swinging!" I say your neighbor or family member has the vehicle he or she wants and you
deserve that too. We work too hard for our money! Rob Bacon has over twenty years experience of
subprime financing and also offers his "Smiley Guarantee" which allows the consumer to exchange their
purchase within 72 hours if not fully satisfied which makes purchasing a vehicle at Ticket 2 Drive pressure
free. Roberts ideas are innovative and his website ticket2drive.net offers 27 pictures and a three minute
video fo each vehicle he carries. How refreshing in a subprime economy.

# # #

We specialize in arranging financing and shipping of preowned automobiles throughout the southern states
focusing on making vehicles affordable. We obtain financing for our customers regardless of their past
situation on an affordable level and offer credit approvals in 30 minutes or less!

--- End ---
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